The **CinchLock™** is a strong, affordable and easy-to-install temporary lock for doors that open outward.

Based on a teacher's idea in northern California, the **CinchLock** is easily installed by teachers or other school personnel in less than 30 seconds.

It’s completely self-contained, portable, and affordable, meaning you don’t have to install one permanently on every door or put anything together.

The **CinchLock** works on both right and left opening doors in various widths and thicknesses (>2.35”) to accommodate the myriad of doors installed at schools and office buildings across the country.

The locking mechanism is designed with high-strength strapping and a CamLock both rated to withstand 700 lbs of pressure, so the **CinchLock** will surely keep unwanted intruders out.

### Intended Use
- Temporary door lock for outward opening doors. Designed for lockdown situations in schools and office buildings

### Ease of installation and Use
- Installation takes less than 30 seconds with very little training. Removal is just as fast
- Portable so teachers/users can take it from room to room
- Works on both left and right opening door.
- Works on all outward opening doors in various widths and thickness up to 2.25”

### Product Design
- Uses time-tested lever approach designed to withstand 700 lbs of pressure
- Simple, sturdy design is portable, red in color, and well labeled. Instructions included

### Availability/ Pricing
- Available now through our website at [http://www.CinchLock.com](http://www.CinchLock.com). Each **CinchLock** retails for $69.95 and costs **$49.95** + shipping when purchased from our online store.
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*Made in USA*